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SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTER CONFIGURATION FEATURES

Robert A. Lynch
Chief of Space Shuttle Preliminary Design
General Dynamics, Convair
San Diego, California
ABSTRACT

Some of the major Space Shuttle configuration design
features are considered. The scope of the discussion is
limited to the booster stage of a two-stage, parallel
mounted concept. The body shape is considered including
cross sectional shape, fineness, and nose shape. The
factors affecting wing and tail concept and sizing are dis
cussed. The interrelationship between the critical vehicle
balance requirements and the forward location of the airbreathing engines is considered. Finally, the booster and
orbiter launch arrangement and its influence on perform
ance and ground operations is reviewed. A summary of
the trends in booster configuration design is presented.

enjoys favor at the present time and will be used as a
reference in this design discussion. The booster employs
a cylindrical body, fixed straight wings, and a vee tail.
The orbiter is mounted forward on the upper surface of
the booster. These booster features will be evaluated in
the following discussion.
There are three possible sources of basic historical in
formation to use in the selection of the body shape; ex
pendable launch vehicles, lifting entry spacecraft, air
craft (subsonic and supersonic) (Figure 3). Early efforts
were made to closely relate the booster body shape to
lifting entry spacecraft technology. The logic for this
approach grew from the thought that what was good for
the orbiter must also be good for the booster. In actuality
the booster shape is more closely related to a combination
of expendable launch vehicle and subsonic aircraft. The
subsonic cruise-back function shown in Figure 2 tends to
dominate the external aerodynamic shape of the booster,

INTRODUCTION

As far as space transportation is concerned, we are in the
era of the Saturn. However, we are approaching the era
of the completely reusable Space Shuttle. Many words
have been written about how economical and useful the
Shuttle will be. This discussion will accept this opera
tional forecast and will consider some of the unique de
sign trades and features associated with this new class of
vehicles. A two element, completely reusable, vertical
take-off horizontal landing, rocket powered vehicle will
be used as a basis of discussion. In order to provide
some depth to the discussion, the scope is limited chiefly
to consideration of the booster or first stage.

There is some direct precedent for the fixed wing refer
ence booster configuration shown in Figure 4. The X-15
performs a suborbital rocket powered mission which is
very similar to that required for the booster. The major
difference is that the X-15 has no subsonic powered
cruise requirement and, therefore, its aerodynamic sur
faces are optimized for supersonic flight (sharp wing and
fin leading edges, wedge airfoil fins).

Initially the basic shape of the booster is considered in
cluding the body and the aerodynamic surfaces (wings and
fins). Next, some detail features including body fairing
and airbreathing engine installation are discussed.
Finally, the booster/orbiter mating arrangement is con
sidered.

Figure 5 presents a summary of all the booster features
which are discussed in the following sections,
BODY SHAPE

BASIC CONCEPT

There are three major booster body shape considerations:
cross sectional shape, length/diameter, nose shape,

There have been many variations of the Space Shuttle and
its predecessor the Reusable Launch Vehicle considered
up to this point in time (Reference 1). The basic Space
Shuttle concept shown in Figure 1 utilizes two parallel
mounted completely reusable stages. The mated stages
perform a vertical rocket powered launch and follow a
typical flight profile as shown in Figure 2. This concept

The propellant tankage dominates the body of the booster
(Figure 4) and the cross sectional shape is largely set by
tankage pressure (20 to 25 psig) and volume considerations.
Body fairing will be discussed later. There are really
only three candidate cross-sectional shapes: circular,
multi-lobe, and multi-circular. Figure 6 presents a
relative comparison of these shapes with regard to cross
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sectional efficiency, weight and planform loading. The
multi-lobe tank at an X/R = 1 is a unique geometrical
arrangement which tends to equalize the strain in the
skins and the internal tension web. The cross sectional
efficiency is effectively a measure of the non-tankage
space between the tank and the exterior heat shield. The
multi-lobe tank is somewhat more efficient in this regard.
The relative weight includes consideration of both the
tankage and the exterior heat shield. For equal crosssectional area tanks, operating at the same internal pres
sure, the tanks weights are approximately the same.
However, the heat shield weight increases with X/R and
the circular tank arrangement is the lightest. In actual
ity, the weight difference between the circular and multilobe is probably more pronounced when bending is con
sidered in addition to internal pressure. The round tank
will have a better effective bending moment of inertia.
The multi-lobe tank shows a somewhat better relative
planform loading. This type of planform loading decrease
may be of value for the orbiter where material tempera
ture limits are being approached. However, in the
booster where round tank vehicle planform loadings are
50 to 55 ib/ft2 and maximum lower surface temperatures
are approximately 1350° F, it is best to work superalloys
near their limit .and minimize surface area and weight.
This comparison could lead, to' the selection of a multilobe tank because of its lower planform loading and its
tower profile (an advantage in reducing lateral eg movement as will, be discussed later). The construction com
plexity1 of a multi-lobe 'tank, is greater than a circular
•tank,,, Also, the nose fairing problem is more complex.
It is readily apparent 'why expendable launch vehicles,
having no lifting aerodynamic requirements, utilize a
circular cross section. However,,, the circular body
cross section is also used for transport aircraft that have
both internal pressure and subsonic lifting aerodynamic
requirements. The function of the subsonic aircraft is
very much like the cruise-back function of the booster.
'The circular aircraft fuselage provides minimum weight
and the aerodynamic lifting functions are handled by the
aerodynamic surfaces rather than compromise the fuse
lage to contribute to the overall improvement in L/D.
In fact, by selection of wing incidence angle the body is
generally operated near zero angle of attack to minimize
drag,
Body length/diameter (X/D) ratio is perhaps the most
significant design characteristic of the booster. Figure
7 presents the major design considerations used in deter
mining X/D. These considerations can be categorized
into three groups as shown: considerations which tend to
require a "fat" body, considerations which tend to re
quire a "slim" body, and considerations which require a
specific X/D or specific minimum base area.
Volumetric efficiency (maximum volume/wetted area) and
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its attendant minimum structural weight is the major
driving factor toward a fat body. The extreme, of course,
would be a sphere. Other factors must have a larger in
fluence on X/D selection; however, any selection should
be biased toward a "fat" shape to minimize weight.
There are some factors which tend to force the selection
toward a "slim " body. The reference vehicle used for
this discussion (Figure 1) utilizes parallel mounted stages.
The combined center of gravity of the two stages during
launch tends to migrate toward the orbiter as booster propellant is depleted (Figure 8). This movement tends to
determine the rocket engine gimbal angle requirement.
The total engine gimbal angle is the sum of the center of
gravity movement angle plus enough additional movement
(~ 2°) either side of the limits to provide thrust vector
control. In setting this gimbal limit, it is also hoped
that the normal engine installation with its gimbal angle
limits can be used to fly the booster alone during the ini
tial test program and to provide booster alone abort with
out engine shut-down. Maximum gimbal angles are an
important weight consideration in the design of engine propellant feed flex joints (14 inches in diameter for 400K
thrust engines). However, what may be more important
is that the unsymmetry of the combined vehicle and the
lateral movement of the center of gravity, places the en
tire vehicle at an attitude during maximum dynamic pres
sure (up to ~ 600 lb/ft2 ) that generates the limiting struc
tural design loads. The aerodynamic and thrust loads are
fighting each other at the expense of structural weight.
The most important influence of the skewed attitude of the
vehicle at maximum dynamic pressure is the effect on
wing and tail design loads. If it were not for these launch
loads, the surface would most likely be designed for sub
sonic gust conditions in level flight and structural weights
could be reduced. In summary, if the booster body is
kept slim, the lateral center of gravity movement will be
reduced and the undesirable weight trends mentioned above
will be minimized.
The booster design as shown in Figure 4 utilizes four
propellant tank end bulkheads (two LH 2 anc^ two 1^2^
A common bulkhead (such as used on Convair Atlas/Cen
taur and others) has been considered and temporarily
ruled out for two major reasons: first, the serviceability
of the insulation used in a common bulkhead has not been
proven for a multiple reuse (100 flights or more life)
Space Shuttle. Second, the intertank space created be
tween separate tanks provides an ideal area to react the
sizeable interstage launch loads. If these loads were re
acted within a tank area, the large structural frames re
quired within the tank would interfere with the internal
insulation and wftuld complicate thermal stresses. The
tank bulkheads shown in Figure 4 are of the N/2 ellips
oidal type (ellipse with a major to minor axis ratio of
s/~2/l) to minimize lost volume with reasonable tank
weight. However, the body fineness influence would apply
equally to full spherical bulkheads. The volume around

the periphery of dome bulkheads and particularly the ex
ternal volume between dome bulkheads is not too useful
and yet it must be contained within the vehicle shell.
This tends to be a weight penalty. It is apparent that
slimmer vehicles have less dome bulkhead lost volume.

To determine a nominal limit body diameter, a circle
may be drawn within the engine package dimensions having
a diameter equal to the engine package width. This diam
eter along with the type of data shown in Figure 11 can be
used to determine a unique body length to diameter ratio
(X/D). In the case of the assumptions used, this X/D =
7 is plotted in Figure 12 and represents a nominal val
ue.

Looking at the right column in Figure 7, it can be seen
that two factors tend to set specific base area require
ments and specific length diameter ratios: the launch
thrust requirement and a near optimum subsonic shape.
The base must be large enough to contain the rocket
engines to provide the necessary liftoff thrust (~F/W =
1. 4). The base area must permit these engines sufficient
space to gimbal and must protect them from high aero
dynamic forces during launch and entry aerodynamic heat
ing. At the same time, base area must be minimized to
reduce base drag, improve subsonic L/D and minimize
cruise back fuel requirements. Figure 9 shows a typical
12 engine arrangement for a 3. 5 x 106 Ib liftoff weight
vehicle. The individual engine exit diameter is set by
thrust and desired expansion ratio. It can be seen from
Figure 10 that booster performance optimizes at e « 55.
Engine interior center to center distance is set by a re
quirement to provide full engine gimbal on one engine with
adequate nozzle clearance to an adjacent engine in the null
position. This requirement provides for a failure of the
gimbal system on any engine (it returns to the null posi
tion).
As shown in Figure 9, additional base area may be pro
vided to permit the engines to gimbal without their nozzles
extending into the air stream. The space provided on the
lower side of the engine package is determined by the up
ward limit of eg travel plus additional control gimbal
(~ 2°). The base on the lower side must be sufficient to
permit a protective shelf to pass beneath the engines at
least to the exit plane. This shelf serves two purposes:
first, it protects the engines from aerodynamic heating
during entry. Second, it effectively moves the hypersonic
Cp (chiefly a function of plan area distribution) aft, there
by tending to alleviate the problem of getting the booster
horizontal flight eg forward.
The space provided on the side of the engine package
need only be sufficient to provide control gimbal (~ 2°).
The space provided on the top of the engine package must
provide for eg travel and control or for booster alone
flight with control, whichever requirement is greater.
Figure 9 shows the entire engine package to be tilted 4°
with respect to the booster body centerline. This is done
to equalize the engine gimbal movement on each side of
the installed neutral position. This permits all engines
to be attached to the thrust structure in the same plane,
thereby minimizing exhaust impingement of one engine on
another engine nozzle.
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There is no limitation on using boattail to permit a larger
body diameter or using aft body flare to permit a smaller
body diameter than that required to enclose the engine
package.
The various possible relationships between the engine
package and the body diameters are shown in Figure 13
with appropriate advantages for each.
The second unique or fixed X/D shown in the right hand
column of Figure 7 is purely a function of the ideal sub
sonic shape. Classical subsonic aerodynamic investiga
tions (for lighter than air craft, etc. ) indicate an optimum
X/D = 5 to 6 for minimum drag with maximum internal
volume. The booster is forced to have a blunt base of
fixed area which is, of course, a very undesirable feature.
It would be approximately correct to state that the blunt
base booster should have an X/D somewhat less than 6 to
approach the ideal subsonic shape.
In summary, it seems that length diameter ratio of X/D =
7 as used on the reference booster, Figure 1, tends to be
on the slim side of the minimum weight choice (see
Figure 12).
The remaining major body characteristic to be considered
is nose shape, blunt or sharp. Considering each phase of
the booster mission, different nose shape trends are
apparent. During launch, a sharp nose provides minimum
supersonic drag. During entry, a blunt nose maximizes
drag and thereby limits down range distance while mini
mizing nose temperatures. During subsonic cruise back,
a blunt nose would provide acceptable drag and minimum
weight.
Out of a total reference vehicle (Figure 1) launch drag
loss equivalent of 902 ft/sec the blunt nose of the booster
contributes ~ 350 ft/sec. If the nose of the reference
booster were sharpened, the nose drag loss would de
crease in excess of 200 ft/sec. This can be converted to
an orbiter payload increase of ~3600 Ib. Superimposing
the noses to provide the required volume and airbreathing
engine clearance results in an increase in area of 900 ft2
for the sharp nose. Using a unit structural weight of 3
lb/ft2 this extra area weighs 2700 IDS. This can be con
verted into an orbiter payload decrease of 480 Ib, There
fore, the nose of the reference vehicle should be sharpen
ed to provide an increase in payload of ~ 3100 Ib. This
assumes that the sharper nose does not increase the

For a required vertical and horizontal area, the vee tail
minimizes structural weight. The vee tail leading edges
are highly swept to the flow at high angles of attack,
thereby limiting temperatures. However, there is some
evidence that the hypersonic vortex shed by the body dur
ing entry, can substantially increase fin outer surface
temperature. The vee tail facilitates orbiter engine
starting during staging. This tail provides good direc
tional and lateral stability during entry. However, this
tail creates some control coupling which is difficult to
compensate for at hypersonic velocities. The active re
action control system may be used to alleviate aerodynamic
roll/yaw coupling. However, the coordinated action of
ruddervators and ailerons at subsonic velocity can pro
vide pure control actions.

downrange distance traveled and maximum entry nose
temperature on the smaller radius is acceptable.
AERODYNAMIC SURFACES

A discussion of lifting or aerodynamic surfaces must con
sider wings and tail. First, the type of wing will be con
sidered and then its size.
There are four ways of providing lift: lifting body, delta,
fixed straight wing, and stowed wing. Lifting body
shapes of the M-2, HL-10, and X-24 variety were evolv
ed for lifting entry spacecraft having only a nominal sub
sonic L/D requirement set by landing. Subsonic L/D was
sacrificed to obtain the desired hypersonic L/D with a
minimum of hot leading edge surfaces. The L/D « 4
delivered by a lifting body is not adequate for booster
cruise back. In addition, most lifting body shapes do not
lend themselves readily to efficient tankage shapes.

The horizontal tail surface on a delta wing is already
effectively provided by the wing; however, the vertical or
verticals can be located on either the body or wing tips.
Studies of wing tip mounted verticals have revealed ex
tremely high loads during launch at maximum dynamic
pressure. These fin moments introduce moments into
the wing tips causing wing weight increase. The accep
tance of active directional stability by use of nose mounted
reaction control motors has made feasible the location of
one or two fins on the body for delta wings.

Actual wing shapes which can be used with a cylindrical
body include: delta, straight fixed, and stowed. Some of
the major advantages and disadvantages for each type are
shown in Figure 13. The relative advantages of each type
are presently under study and because of the complex in
fluence of each type, only isolated comparisons can be
made. Figure 14 shows a preliminary weight compari
son which may have a major influence on the ultimate
choice.

BODY FAIRING

There are three major reasons for using the flat lower
surface on the aft end of the reference booster. First,
the flat bottom aft and the rounder section forward tend
to shift the hypersonic center of pressure aft to compen
sate for the chronic aft center of gravity tendency of the
booster. Second, the flat bottom provides a natural fair
ing between the low wing and the rectangular rocket en
gine arrangement. Third, the volume created between the
tankage and the fairing is used to stow landing gear and
route the 36 inch diameter LC>2 lines.

In order to limit the scope of this discussion, only the
criteria used to size the fixed straight wing on the refer
ence vehicle will be presented. Figure 15 presents wing
sizing criteria both for cruise back and landing showing
that the wing is basically sized for subsonic cruise back.
The selection of type, size, and location of tail surfaces
for a Space Shuttle booster is a complex problem which
can only be finally resolved for a specific configuration on
the basis of hypersonic and subsonic wind tunnel tests.
Therefore, this discussion will be limited to some gener
al observations relative to tail types, relative weights,
and general configuration considerations.
Figure 16 presents three tail arrangements with one con
cept being applicable to delta wings only. Advantages and
disadvantages of each are listed. The major advantage of
the conventional tail is that it can provide nearly pure con
trol actions with a minimum of cross coupling. However,
the relatively low sweep horizontal tail leading edges
present a potential aerodynamic heating problem. The
single vertical tail is completely ineffective during entry;
directional stability and control must be provided by
reaction control motors usually located near the
nose. As will be discussed later, the single vertical tail
the orbiter rocket motor operation during
staging.

Fillets are used at wing/body and tail/body intersections
to alleviate local heating that might occur due to reradiation in a sharp corner. However, if a semi-heat sink
approach is used on the major structure of the wing and
body, these fillets could reach rather high equilibrium
temperatures unless their skin gage was increased beyond
that required for structural reasons.
The base area should be boattailed and scalloped between
engines to reduce base drag. The scalloping will also
tend to ventilate the base during rocket motor operations
and alleviate base heating due to recirculation of the ex
haust gases.
BALANCE
It is readily apparent that the rocket engines tend to make
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the booster tail heavy. The mass of the rocket engines
and tail is counterbalanced by the forward located airbreathing engines creating a necessary but undesirable
"dumbbell" effect on weight distributions.
The forward location of the airbreathers on the body may
seem somewhat unconventional; however, this location is
probably not any more unconventional than the wing pod
pylons and tail mounted engines were when they were
first proposed. The heating on the body caused by engine
exhaust is not significant compared with entry heating.
There is some small drag loss due to the jet wake
"scrubbing" the body. This small loss is somewhat com
pensated for by the undisturbed inlet conditions provided
for the forward located podded engines. A summary point
of some philosophical significance is that most single en
gine propeller driven aircraft have utilized forward lo
cated engines.

viable and they are adequate to display the relative merits
and problems. A major advantage of the top mounted orbiter arrangements is the ability to mate and check out the
stages in a horizontal position, roll the assembled stages
to the launch pad on the booster landing gear, and erect
the mated assembly.
CONCLUSIONS
Figure 20 presents the booster design features which have
been discussed. The most desirable features are circled.
REFERENCES
1.

The booster hypersonic balance problem can also be
alleviated by moving the center of pressure aft. This can
be accomplished to some extent by providing a lower sur
face extension or "shelf" below the rocket engines. This
"shelf" also protects the engines from entry heating.
AIRBREATHING ENGINES
The forward located airbreathing engines can either
be fixed or can be extendable as shown in Figure 17. At
first the in-flight extension of an 8000 Ib turbofan engine
pod 9 ft in diameter and 22 ft long seems formidable.
Actual analysis of extension loads and gross aerodynamic
effects indicate the system is quite workable. Comparing
this engine extension operation with the main gear exten
sion on the C-5 cargo aircraft (Figure 18), it is seen that
the weights, size and aerodynamic disturbance is similar
in magnitude.
The potential advantage of deployable engines can be
displayed as a 4350 Ib gain in payload. This gain in payload is chiefly the result of shortening the booster 33
feet. The fixed engine booster is longer because the LO 2
tank is tapered to accommodate the engine exhaust with
out undue "hammer-heading" and to minimize wasted
volume between the engines. Additional length is re
quired for the inlets and exhaust diffuser sections 0 The
fixed engines also suffer a performance loss compared
with the deployable engines due to increased inlet and
exit losses. The reliability of fixed and extendable en
gine installations is comparable. The fixed engines re
quire both inlet and exit closure doors to protect the
engines during entry.
STAGE ARRANGEMENT
Several candidate booster/orbiter stage arrangements
are shown in Figure 19. Other combinations are pos
sible; but, the three arrangements shown are the most
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Figure 1. Basic Space Shuttle Concept
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Figure 2. Typical Flight Profile
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Figure 3. Booster Body Shape Evolution

Figure 4« Booster Arrangement
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DISADVANTAGES
• ORBITER EXHAUST
IMPINGEMENT
DURING SEPARATION

• HIGH GIMBAL
ANGLES

* NO MATE BEfORE
ROLLOUT

Figure 19. Stage Arrangements
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Figure 20. Booster Design Features
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